A novel class of algorithms for restoring a function from a random sample is based on the concept of weak convergence, borrows algorithmic solutions from the Optimal Jet Finder (hep-ph/0301185), offers a considerable algorithmic flexibility, is applicable to non-positive functions, is insensitive to the choice of coordinate axes. A first implementation demonstrates feasibility of the approach.
The fundamental problem of modelling a function from a random sample has two important applications: multi-dimensional adaptive MC integration (for a recent review see [1] ) and construction of quasi-optimal observables for data analysis [2] .
The conventional view is that a function is a way to provide a number ( ) f x for any number x. However, with x measured via a finite precision measurement procedure, increasing the number of (unbiased, independent) measurements increases the precision of the estimate of x (by taking the standard average) -but for f one only obtains the average ( ) ( ) f x x dx ϕ ∫ where ϕ is the probability distribution for individual measurements of x . By improving the measurement procedure one makes ϕ more narrow and thus can approach 0 ( ) ( ) ( ) f x x dx f x ϕ → ∫ -but only if f is continuous at x 0 . Otherwise the result depends on the shape of ϕ. However, in practice one rarely if ever cares about how the function is defined at the points of discontinuity.
Therefore, it is logically sufficient to define a function by its averages , ( To discuss approximations, one must specify the meaning of the proposition that a sequence of (generalized) functions f n convergence to a (generalized) function f . The convergence motivated by the conventional definition of functions is the pointwise convergence, i.e. a convergence (albeit with uncorrelated rates) of all numerical sequences ( ) ( )
for all x . Within the framework of the new interpretation, the true argument of a function is not x but ϕ, and the notion of convergence is modified accordingly:
, , We will write weak n n f f →∞  → and use the qualifier "weak" to describe this type of convergence and related notions (closeness, etc.). As a first heuristic approximation, one may rely on the analogy between the x x 0 ϕ weak convergence and metric convergences.
There are many advantages in replacing the archaic "general functions", i.e. mappings ( ) x f x → , with the subtler notion of "generalized functions", i.e. linear mappings , f ϕ ϕ → , in our mental arsenal of mathematical concepts [3] . It is remarkable that such a finess of interpretation results in truly powerful new options for constructive problem solving. In the context of particle physics, one example is the long-sought solution of the problem of asymptotic expansions of Feynman diagrams [4] , which required an essential use of techniques of generalized functions (see a discussion in [5] ). Another example is the discovery of the optimal jet definition [6] where the optimal configuration of jets is regarded as an approximation in the sense of the weak convergence. It turns out that the latter idea has a much wider range of applicability, as is shown below.
Consider a random sample of values
The opening idea of the theory of statistics is that for N → ∞ , the sample reproduces the probability distribution ( ) x π . What would be a precise interpretation for that? More generally, given a random sample
, where
Represent F N as a sum of δ-functions:
Then the required precise interpretation is as follows:
i.e. for any test function ϕ, the sequence of its integrals with the l.h.s. converges to its integral with the r.h.s., ( ) ( ) ( ) f x x x dx π ϕ ∫ , in the usual sense.
I am not aware of a textbook that would state this in an explicit fashion. This may be explained by the fact that mathematical statistics had already matured [7] by the time the ideas of generalized functions only began to be publicised [8] . It is important to clearly understand, however, that the interpretation (1) is an essential starting point for all the thinking about how to obtain more tractable approximations for the r.h.s. instead of the l.h.s.; the latter, however, is the only possible starting point (along with, perhaps, some a priori information about f π).
We will call such convenient approximations models, generically denote them as M(x), and require that such models M(x) provide constructive algorithms for:
for any real x ; B) generation of random x distributed according to M(x), provided the latter is non-negative.
One has to construct a model , ( Mathematical results of this type are well known [9] .
In practice, the following types of models are used: (ii) Galiorkin models: ( ) ( )
is an orthogonal system of functions, and
(iii) Parametric models: one chooses a function parameterized by a number of parameters and adjusts the latter to fit the sample. (iv) The Vegas model is employed in the Vegas routine for multidimensional integration [10] . It is a direct product of one-dimensional adaptive decompositional models, ( ) ( )
. The popularity of Vegas shows that even a very crude approximation can be a valuable model in many dimensions. (v) Kernel models consist in the following. Let ( ) K x be any convenient (usually hat-like) function such that
Then it is sufficient to replace the individual δ-
. In general, R should be smaller for larger N. (vi) NN models. The most popular simplest neural networks [11] are described by the analytical expression
, where g is a smooth step-like function. If one drops the outermost g (which is irrelevant in the present context), there remains a linear combination of rotated and shifted step-like functions. This is to be compared with the kernel models: rotated and shifted step-like functions roughly correspond to infinite-R kernels positioned at infinite points in various directions.
The kernel models (v) remain, perhaps, least studied. The approach seems to become impractical for large N -the case which is often the most interesting.
It could be advantageous to "condense" the sum of δ-functions to a smaller number. This, of course, must be done so as to ensure a weak closeness of the condensed sum to the original one:
i.e. so as to minimize the differences
for test functions ϕ. Then the scheme becomes
The replacement (3) based on minimization of (4) is exactly what is effected in the optimal jet definition [6] . Repeating the reasoning of [6] with appropriate simple modifications, one arrives at the following criteria for finding p x ɶ and p f ɶ :
of the algorithm not really subject to variations (apart from possible optimizations). All other elements allow variations. For instance, the shapes of kernels are arbitrary. Similarly, each kernel in the resulting sum can be given its own R depending on the effective radius of the corresponding pouzyr. Such variations should be employed to incorporate the properties of the solution to maximal degree.
3) The time required to execute a single iteration step is the same as in the case of the Optimal Jet Finder [12] , ( ) O P N × , i.e. linear in both the number of sample points and the number of pouzyry. The CPU time per iteration is a fraction of a second on a 866 MHz computer for dim = 7, N = 200, P = 10.
4) The resulting configuration of pouzyry depends on the initial one (the starting point for minimum search). With a purely random choice (all z n,p random) all the pouzyry are initially located near the middle of the integration domain (the effect of averaging). This may not be optimal. It may help to devising smarter ways to choose the initial configuration. 5) In some cases (e.g. for large R) one may observe the following behavior: at first the configuration of pouzyry converges pretty fast, but then the convergence slows down greatly; the configuration may change significantly over O(100) iterations. This means that a straightforward minimization may not be an optimal strategy in the more complex cases. 6) Several ideas to improve upon the simplest pouzyry scheme suggest themselves, namely: (a) to "breed" better configurations of pouzyry using e.g. the ideas of genetic algorithms; (b) to make R depend on p in the formula for Ω R ; (c) to seek a model which is a sum of pouzyry configurations with various R : contributions with larger R would describe larger-scale behavior of the function, whereas contributions with smaller R would describe narrow structures. 7) Since OJF reliably finds narrow clusters [12] , the pouzyry scheme is guaranteed to reliably find narrow spikes in the initial sample. More generally, the better a narrow structure can be approximated by a sum of spikes, the better pouzyry would work. can be judged from how much better is the MC integration with the probability distribution corresponding to the model compared with the simplest MC with uniformly distributed sample points. In the present case, despite the obviously too low P (not enough to cover the entire diagonal at the chosen R ), the improvement of the statistical integration error is by a factor of 7.
Note that the Vegas algorithm is completely defeated by such diagonal structures, whereas the pouzyry scheme is completely insensitive to the choice of coordinates. On the other hand, with an unfortunate choice of P or R , the pouzyry scheme may not yield any significant improvement over the simplest Monte Carlo integration. 9) A promising idea is to combine the pouzyry approach, which deals well with narrow structures, with other methods geared towards description of the smooth global structure of the function, e.g. the Galiorkin type methods. Note that the pouzyry scheme does contain a constant background already (f 0 in (3)) The described pouzyry scheme is novel and rather unusual, and given all the algorithmic options it opens, it is hard to assess its potential at present. I should be content to have demonstrated its feasibility.
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